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Mix a bit of Hitchcock with some Monty Python-ish hysterics and you get the non-stop funny farce,

The 39 Steps. Playing at the Cleveland Play House now through October 10, 2010, this comedic

adventure takes 4 actors on a journey through over 150 characters in 2 hours of hilarity.

Based on the 1935 adventure film, the production focuses on Richard Hannay (played by Nick

Sandys) as he goes from a life of boredom into the adventure of running from the law. Through an

unfortunate murder, a simple trip to the theater catapults him on to a quest for the meaning of “the 39

Steps”. Along the way he meets some people on a train, jumps off a bridge, and escapes the police in

a number of places. And this is all just in Act 1.

The journey is amazingly staged by director Peter Amster. Hannay and the myriad of people he

encounters (all played by co-stars Joe Foust, Rob Johansen and Sarah Nealis) are taken through

miles of countryside via train, plane and automobile. The brilliant part of the chase is the clever way in

which the action moves along the stage – trunks, ladders and furniture on wheels create an utterly

believable and hysterical new environment during every moment. Amster’s clear vision paired with

the ever-changing set and prop structure, plus witty lights and sound keeps the action moving
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straight through to the final curtain call.

Kudos to the cast on every level. Sandys keeps the one, constant character of Hannay steady,

charming and amusingly on-the-run throughout the show. Foust, Johansen and Nealis keep up a

sharp pace that’s loaded with quick timing and dozens of individual characters. They continuously

change personalities, accents and clothing (sometimes right in front of the audience) like it was as

normal as breathing. It all happens lightening fast and in uproarious hilarity.

The 39 Steps is adapted from a novel written by John Buchan in 1915, and also from the 1935 Alfred

Hitchcock film. The concept was originally a two-character play written by Simon Corble and Nobby

Dimon, with the adaptation from Patrick Barlow.

The show, which is being promoted as “One part Hitchcock, one part juicy spy novel, and a dash of

Monty Python,” is playing at the Cleveland Play House now through October 10, 2010. For tickets and

more information, visit www.clevelandplayhouse.com or call 216-795-7000.

### 

Do you have a Cleveland area performing arts related event or story that would be of interest to our

readers? If so, contact KATE MILLER at KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch.

Kate Klotzbach
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